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Video Seminar by Dr. Madhavan Swaminathan, Founder and CTO, E-System Design
This video seminar is broken into eight segments which can be viewed in sequence (preferable)
or can be viewed individually. Details on each segment are provided below:
Segment 1: Introduction
IntroductionSIPI.mp4, size: 39.6M, time: 27:15 mins
This segment of the video seminar covers the basics of power distribution including power
supply noise, simultaneous switching noise, target impedance and components that affect the
power distribution impedance. The interaction between signal and power distribution through
return path discontinuities is explained briefly.
Segment 2: Managing Signal and Power Integrity
ManagingSIPI.mp4, size: 43M, time: 27:25 mins
In this segment, the basics of Return Path Discontinuities (RPD) are covered including the need
for co-simulating signal and power. Two types of RPDs namely, Layout and System Level are
identified and their importance is illustrated using simple examples.
Segment 3: Single Ended Signaling
SingleEndedSignaling.mp4, size: 25M, time: 13:14 mins
The RPD effects associated with Single Ended Signaling is illustrated both in the frequency and
time domain using a simple test vehicle consisting of a microstrip-to-microstrip transition. The
power distribution impedance and signal insertion loss are used to illustrate RPD effects in the
frequency domain while the voltage margin and jitter are used to illustrate the RPD effects in the
time domain.
Segment 4: Differential Signaling
DifferentialSignaling.mp4, size: 55.4M, time: 38:01 mins
The RPD effects for differential lines are illustrated in this segment of the video seminar using
simple test vehicles. Mixed Mode Parameters are explained for understanding the frequency
domain response of differential lines. Using Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) and Time
Domain Transmission (TDT), the time domain response of differential lines are explained as
well.
Segment 5: Modeling and Simulation
ModelingandSimulation.mp4, size: 47.8M, time: 26:50 mins
Often times the question that is raised is: “Should we model RPD effects in the Frequency or
Time Domain?”. Also, what tools are available and how do they compare with each other? This
is explained in this segment of the video with emphasis on the Multi-layered Finite Difference
Method (MFDM). A design flow is also discussed based on Sphinx, the Signal and Power
Integrity Co-simulator.
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Segment 6: Canonical and Package Examples
CanonicalPkgExamples.mp4, size: 48.9M, time: 30:47 mins
Any tool needs to be checked for accuracy. In this segment, several canonical examples are
used to check the accuracy of Sphinx in both the frequency and time domain. These canonical
examples illustrate the importance of RPD effects and include structures that can be fabricated
using standard technologies. This segment concludes with a package example where the ability
of Sphinx to address both complexity and accuracy is addressed.
Segment 7: Identifying RPDs in Real Designs and Their Mitigation
IdentifyingRPD.mp4, size: 21.6M, time: 15:11 mins
In this segment of the video seminar, details are provided for identifying RPDs and some
methods for mitigating them. The importance of referencing is also illustrated.
Segment 8: Can RPDs be eliminated? Case for Power Transmission Lines
CanRPDbeEliminated.mp4, size: 25.7M, time: 15:56 mins
Use of Power Transmission Lines instead of voltage planes is a concept that is currently being
researched that can completely eliminate RPD effects in I/O signaling. By eliminating the cavity
modes propagating between voltage and ground planes, both the voltage and timing margins
can be improved. This segment provides some initial results on this concept.

Also available are intro Path Finding videos on 3D ICs and Interposers:
3D integration with stacked ICs and Silicon Interposer is the future technology that
semiconductor, packaging and system companies are pursuing. See the extension of Sphinx for
addressing these challenges especially in the context of Through Silicon Via (TSV) technology.
These are posted on our website. Other videos are available showing training and application
videos but require NDA.

